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ABSTRACT

Lim, Hankuy. DMA. The University of Memphis, September 2015, Giuseppe
Verdi’s Messa da Requiem: Issues for Conductors in Performance Practice. Major
Professor: Dr. Puqi Jiang, DMA.
This dissertation examines multiple aspects of consideration within Giuseppe Verdi’s
Messa da Requiem necessary for a conductor’s consideration when rehearsing and
performing. By examining the compositional intent versus the conductor’s interpretation
in the tempo of the piece, as well as the treatment, rehearsal practice, and performance
considerations of the orchestral and vocal parts and their specific issues, this dissertation
may assist a conductor in making well informed decisions. Recordings and arrangements
of the Requiem by several conductors and orchestras, as well as Verdi’s original scores,
were used to determine best practices and choices regarding tempo selections and spans.
Conductors studied include Serafin, Toscanini, Ormandy, Shaw, Abbado, and Gardiner.
Texts that quoted Verdi directly were also utilized to give specific reference towards the
composer’s intents and dramatic choices. Published dissertations and interviews were
employed in order to give specific recommendations for the rehearsal and performance
details in regards to the orchestra, choir, and soloists. Details such as brass and
percussion performance, bowing, and tonguing, as well as diction, vowel modification,
tone blending, and selection and coordination of soloists are vital choices that are
discussed. The balance between the instrumentalists and singers is also a point of
consideration, due to the large amount of musicians called for in the Requiem. The
conductor’s choices and techniques, especially in regard to how to conduct the
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Requiem when one is used to only conducting choirs or orchestras is addressed. Potential
problems that a conductor may face, as well as the steps to building a great performance
are essential. This dissertation takes what is considered to require a great amount of
knowledge in order to rehearse and perform, and breaks down many necessary
requirements into easier to understand sections. This mainly focuses on tempo selection
and span for each movement, focusing specifically on what Verdi strongly suggested he
wanted from performances of his Requiem. Verdi wrote his Requiem to be a very
dramatic work, and as such, there are many choices to be made by the conductor in order
to have a successful performance. This dissertation aims to assist in making those choices
be well informed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Major choral-orchestral works are landmarks in music history. Such works
involve many musicians, including hundreds of orchestral players, choristers, and soloists.
Conducting, rehearsing, and performing a choral-orchestral work is a very complicated
process requiring conductors to integrate these large and diverse musical forces.
One of the most monumental choral-orchestral works in Western art music is
Giuseppe Verdi’s (1813-1901) Requiem. Considered one of the most dramatic and
heartfelt settings of the liturgy,1 This work was written as a memorial for the death of
Alessandro Manzoni, an outstanding novelist whose novel I Promesso Sposi (The
Betrothed) contributed to the establishment of modern Italian literature. Verdi’s
Requiem is sometimes referred to as the “Manzoni Requiem.” There has been much
controversy among musicians and musicologists over whether the piece should be
approached as an opera or sacred music; indeed, the Requiem is often considered an
opera in religious apparel, because of its sacrilegious handling of the liturgical text and
dramatic color.2
Verdi’s Requiem produces dramatic effects through the musical forces used and
the organization of the piece, in addition to its most conspicuous features. The
orchestration is gigantic, with notable augmentation of the brass and percussion sections.
Verdi wrote operatic, arioso solo passages and vocal ensembles, such as the duet, trio,
quartet, and choir, for dramatic result, while the music features frequent chromatic

1

Homer Ulrich, A Survey of Choral Music (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.,
1977), 168.
2

Ibid.
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progressions, extreme dynamic contrasts, and so on. Furthermore, the orchestral and
vocal parts are equally important. The theatricality of these devices express Verdi’s
personal and emotional investment in the Requiem.
However, the Requiem also follows many of the sacred musical practices
enshrined through the works of his predecessors, most notably Palestrina.3 Verdi
occasionally wrote a cappella passages in the Requiem, following the Italian Catholic
tradition. Instrumental doubling for the choral part recalls the Baroque tradition of Bach
and Handel;4 counterpoint is prominent, such as in a double fugue. The double choir
sections in the Requiem come from the Venetian style, cori spezzati. Therefore, the
Requiem is more than just a dramatic rendition of a sacred text; it also dramatically
reflects a tradition of sacred music in Italy.
I have chosen Verdi’s Requiem for my research because the work confronts
ultimate performance issues in both the vocal and orchestral fields. The task of the
conductor for major choral-orchestral works is extremely significant. Because the
Requiem uses chorus and orchestra that are equally important, the conductor must be
comfortable with both choral and orchestral practices; frequently, choral issues are
overlooked by orchestral conductors, and orchestral issues by choral conductors.
Interpreting and conducting such works therefore calls for deep understanding of both
choral and orchestral issues. This paper will introduce and discuss several significant
issues in performance from a conductor’s perspective.
3

Dyneley Hussey, Verdi: The Master Musicians (New York: E. P. Dutton and Co. Inc.
1940), 214.
4

Alfred Mann, Bach and Handel: Choral Performance Practice (Chapel Hill: Hinshaw
Music, Inc.,1992), 5.
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The performance issues of the Requiem provoke many interesting questions for
conductors: How can the instrumental and vocal parts be combined? Although the
composer’s artistic and musical intentions for this work are stated and clearly notated in
score, there are still many significant issues to be considered in the performance. The
work contains many points requiring in-depth interpretation. How much detail of the
compositional intent should make its way into performance? What is the most effective
way of bringing the work under the aegis of a conductor, both in rehearsal and
performance? Through this dissertation I would like to explore these issues in the process
of staging the complete work and attempt to find reasonable solutions for them.
Tempo setting will be examined first. Verdi provides many detailed tempo
indications, including metronome markings; however, a conductor has considerable
discretion to interpret these directions. Selecting tempo is important for conductors to
establish and execute musical expression. As Max Rudolf states, “Conductors themselves,
when studying an unfamiliar score, try right from the start to feel the music’s pulse,
knowing that a well-chosen tempo will make a variety of musical details fall into place,
which otherwise might turn out awkward and unconvincing.”5

5

Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting (Belmont: Thomson Learning, Inc., 1995),

359.
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After discussing tempo issues in the work, I compare some renowned conductors’
recordings of the Requiem: Tullio Serafin (1934),6 Arturo Toscanini (1950),7 Eugene
Ormandy (1964),8 Robert Shaw (1987),9 Claudio Abbado (1993),10 and John Eliot
Gardiner (1995).11 Many of these recordings feature considerable deviations from Verdi’s
written tempo, raising important questions on the effect of tempo in each interpretation,
and about the practicality of Verdi’s chosen tempi in performance. I will analyze Verdi’s
tempo and metronome markings and their usefulness in preparing for the performance; I
will also discuss for their works, despite the choice of many conductors to change the
tempo. I further examine the tempo relationships between the movements of Verdi’s
Requiem, and how certain conductors have handled those relationships when altering
certain tempi.
Practical suggestions will be provided for proper performance, considering
specific issues appearing in orchestral, choral, and solo vocal parts. Issues of orchestral
and choral conducting, including proper techniques and various gestural vocabularies
will be discussed. I will also address specific orchestral concerns for performance and

6

Giuseppe Verdi, Messa da Requiem, Chorus and Orchestra of the Opera House in Rome,
Tullio Serafin, Naxos Historical 8.110159.
7

Giuseppe Verdi, Requiem, NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo Toscanini, BMG/RCA
Victor 268608.
8

Giuseppe Verdi, Messa da Requiem, Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Sony
Classica, SB2K 53252.
9

Giuseppe Verdi, Requiem, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra & Chorus, Robert Shaw, Telarc,
CD-08152.
10

Giuseppe Verdi, Requiem, Wiener Philharmoniker, Claudio Abbado, Deutche
Grammaphon, D 202453.
11

Giuseppe Verdi, Requiem, Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique, John Eliot
Gardiner, Philips D 208958.
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rehearsal, including bowing, tonguing, and problematic notation in the percussion
playing. In order to adequately cover issues, I have interviewed experts on each
instrument. A number of choral characteristics and problematic issues, such as diction,
vowel modification and blending, selecting the soloists, and compromising with the
soloists will be considered. In addition, I will discuss problems in rehearsals-choral,
orchestral, piano rehearsal with soloists, and combined rehearsal-and seating options for
performance.

5

II. TEMPO SELECTION: COMPOSITIONAL INTENT Vs. CONDUCTOR’S
INTERPRETATION
One mistake that should never be made is tampering with the tempo. What gives a piece
of music its unity, its essential character, its dominant character? It is the underlying
pulse, which must be respected even when other liberties are taken.1

- Bruno Monsaingeon, Mademoiselle: Conversations with Nadia Boulanger
1) Verdi’s Tempo Markings
The determination of tempo is one of the most important duties of a conductor. To
best understand and fulfill Verdi’s intentions for the Requiem, the conductor should begin
by considering Verdi’s metronome markings. The most notable characteristic of these
markings are their fast nature, compared to other sacred works. Verdi was quite precise in
his choices of markings, and may have been perturbed to see their alteration by
conductors; indeed, Verdi once stated: “I want only one single creation, and I shall be
quite satisfied if they perform simply and exactly what the composer has written. The
trouble is that they do not confine themselves to what he has written. I deny that either
singers or conductors can ‘create’ or work creatively.”2
However, Max Rudolf mentioned about Verdi’s tempo in his book, The Grammar
of Conducting, as below:
Verdi prepared metronome indications with care, but like many other composers he
could not avoid occasional misjudgments, probably because he tried to determine speed
while playing his music at the keyboard prior to an opera’s first performance. Signs such
as col canto, a piacere, and fermatas allowed for rhythmic flexibility.3

1

Bruno Monsaingeon, Mademoiselle: Conversations with Nadia Boulanger (London:
Carcanet Press, 1985), 95.
2

Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Performance (New York: Norton, 1942), 7-8.

3

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 345.
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Verdi gave freedom for interpretation by not giving specific tempo and
metronome notations for both the Recordare (mm.383-446) and Ingemisco (mm.447-502)
sections. In the Recordare, Verdi noted stesso tempo, meaning for the same or a similar
tempo to be taken; the previous section calls for animando un poco, giving a feeling of
light movement to the entrance of the Recordare. The Ingemisco also lacks a tempo
indication; it is marked col canto, allowing the conductor, and especially the soloist,
virtual freedom within the movement.
Verdi also allowed flexibility by providing longer notes, such as half notes in the
Kyrie of his Requiem. Half notes for the accompaniment at the cadence give flexibility to
both the conductor and the singers. Col canto is indicated for the sections with the
soloists, in which the conductor should follow the singers’ tempi. This creates a more
personal and dramatic effect within the music. Another example of Col canto appeared
in m. 228 of the Die irae.
Italian tempo markings have a distinct character. For example, the word andante
comes from the verb andare, which means “going” or “walking.” Therefore, andante
implies a walking tempo, not particularly slow. In the Requiem, even though Verdi used
less specific verbal tempo markings than in his operas, still they prefigure moods, such as
the wrath expressed through andante agitato in the Dies irae. Similarly, andante mosso
evokes the urgency of petitioning for deliverance from hell. Through the Italian
qualitative tempo marking, Verdi implied operatic and dramatic expressions, even though
they are more restrained, which are atypical of liturgical works. Verdi used Allegro
risoluto (to be played firmly and decisively) from measure 179 to measure 400 to express
very firm fugue.

7

Animando is indicated several times throughout the Requiem, especially in the
Dies irae. Verdi uses animando parallel to accelerando in many places, although
elsewhere it means a lively tempo. Verdi used animando sempre sino alla fine, ma
sempre poco apoco from measure 125 to measure 139 in the Dies irae which gives
bombastic urgency expression. He also used animando for expressing very short and
subtle urgency from measure 488 to 489 in the tenor aria section, Ingemisco. David
Fallows defined animando as “becoming more lively” or “getting faster.”4 He also notes
that its use as a tempo indication appears in many ways throughout eighteenth and
nineteenth century music. Animando creates a forward motion for dramatic effect in the
Requiem, even as it plays out as a gradual (rather than sudden) tempo change. Verdi
similarly uses allargando for reducing tempi. Poco a poco animando and allargando can
give the conductor more freedom to drive or to unfold the tempo; this unfolding motion
with expanding dynamics creates a bombastic atmosphere.

2) Tempo Relationship
The tempo relationships between movements are also important, and require
consideration when altering any one tempo. Verdi used several tempo and metronome
markings in his movements (Figure 1); he indicated tactus in many movements or
sections as well. These create different shapes in the music through the combination of
Italian qualitative tempo markings and notes. For example, the Requiem starts andante,
with the quarter note equal to 80 beats per minute; the Dies irae is set at allegro agitato,
with the half note equaling 80. The allegro agitato reappears several times; then poco

4

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. “Animando,” by David Fallows.
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piu, with quarter equal to 88, is indicated for a cappella choral section. The quarter note
at 88 appears with allegro sostenuto ar the beginning of the tuba mirum. The quarter
note then slows to 72 for the Molto meno mosso of the Mors stupebit section. Later, the
quarter equaling 88 appears with an adagio maestoso for the Rex tremendae maestatis
section. Verdi’s use of the same tactus for many sections assists conductors in achieving
a more coherent tempo feel.

Movement

Tempo Marking

Metronome Marking

Requiem

Andante

Q=80

Dies irae

Allegro agitato

H=80

Te decet hymnus

Poco piu

Q=88

Tuba mirum

Allegro sostenuto

Q=88

Liber scriptus

Allegro molto sostenuto

Q=88

Lux aeterna

Allegro moderato

Q=88

Quid sum miturus

Adagio

E=100

Quando coeli movendi sunt

Moderato

Q=100

Mors stupebit

Molto meno mosso

Q=72

Rex tremendae maestatis

Adagio maestoso

Q=72

Libera me

Moderato

Q=72

Figure 1: Messa da Requiem, Metronome Markings

9

The use of animato and allargando to indicate tempo changes is also critical to
the movement between sections. The Italian terms gradually increase or decrease the
tempo; therefore, the tempo doesn’t need to change suddenly section by section. By
contrast, a more urgent mood between the Liber scriptus and the recurring Dies irae is
expressed with a tral le sei note and stesso movimento e le otto note, meaning six notes
equal the same tempo as eight notes.
Verdi used the tempo relationship to help control musical form on a large scale in
reference to the vivid text.5 This repetition clearly fixes the metric placement of scale
degrees in a way that reinforces the motivic connection between the Dies irae and the
Requiem movements. The half-note tempo of the Dies irae is the same as the quarter
note tempo of the Requiem, making this association easier to notice. These tempo
relationships continue throughout the Dies irae. Verdi used the tempo of quarter equal 88
continuously in the sections of the Te decet hymnus, Tuba mirum, Liber scriptus, and Lux
aeterna in the Dies irae. The tempo of quarter equal 72, which was used in Mors stupebit
and Rex tremendae maestatis, used again later in the last movement, Libera me.

3) Tempo Span
Many conductors do not exactly follow Verdi’s tempo indications. When the
conductor decides upon the tempo, issues such as the number of musicians, their
performance level, and even the acoustical environment of the performance space are
taken into consideration. For example, a fast passage in a very fast tempo may be too
5

John Roeder, “Formal Functions of Hypermeter in the Dies Irae of Verdi’s Messa da
Requiem,” Theory and Practice 19 (1994): 83.
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difficult for collegiate level performers with inadequate technique. Similarly, if the
acoustics of the music hall are quite dry, a very slow tempo is inappropriate, because the
sound would not be smooth, producing disconnected notes. Max Rudolph proposes
dealing with these problems through manipulation of tempo span which are minor tempo
modifications made without losing sight of the basic pulse: “It would prevent a conductor
from letting the music breathe and from giving meaning to the rise and fall of a melodic
line. The need for subtle flexibility in the pacing of music has led some composers to use
metronome markings that suggest a tempo span rather than a fixed speed. In place of
quarter note = 80, for example, they might prefer to write quarter note = 76-84.”6
Verdi set tempi that, to many, are considered a little fast, both in the Requiem and
recordare. Furthermore, several of Verdi’s tempo designations are singular, used
motivically for specific operatic characters:7 Allegro con brio e mosso (Alzira), Allegro
assai moderato grandioso (Attila), Allegro assai vivo ed agitato (Rigoletto), Allegro
brillantissimo e molto vivace (Violetta). To Verdi, tempo assignments expressed not only
speed, but also unique character.8 These qualitative adjectives are uncommon in the
Requiem, perhaps in deference to the liturgical setting. While a strong juxtaposition of
different tempi is an important characteristic in Verdi’s operas, the dynamic of slow

6

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 361.

7

Roberta Montemorra Marvin, “Aspects of Tempo in Verdi's Early and Middle Period
Italian Operas,” Studi verdiani, 9 (1993): 393–411.
8

Ick Hyun Cho, “Rediscovering Giuseppe Verdi’s Messa da Requiem” (DMA Diss.
University of North Texas, 2003), 5-6.
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movement followed by faster movement, which worked to demonstrate emotional release
that is so ingrained in operatic structure, is rare to find within Verdi’s Requiem.9

3) The Practicality of Verdi’s Metronome Markings
There are numerous recordings of Verdi’s Requiem performed by great
conductors. A comparison of six selections has been made in order to compare the
conductor’s choices of tempi. The recordings used represent different strengths in
interpretive approaches to the Requiem. The Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy is considered one of the finest representatives of 1960s American romantic
orchestras. Robert Shaw brought the expertise of a leading choral conductor to his
recording of the Requiem with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Claudio Abbado’s
recording with the Weiner Philhamoniker is a good model for European orchestras, and
furthermore features a conductor who understands the Italian language and spirit. John
Eliot Gardiner, meanwhile, is a specialist in historical performance, as is the Orchestre
Revolutionnaire et Romantique. Older recordings were also chosen, to analyze how
tempo span choices for the Requiem have changed throughout the years: Tullio Serafin
recorded the piece in 1934 with the Rome Opera Orchestra and Chorus; Arturo
Toscanini’s recording with the La Scala Opera Orchestra and Chorus was recorded in
1950. All six of these respected recordings are compared against Verdi’s originally
intended tempi, as well as my personal tempo choices, in Figure 2.

9

David Rosen: Verdi Requiem (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 94.
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Composer/
Conductor

Verdi

Serafi
n

Toscanini

Ormandy

Shaw

Abbado

Gardiner

Lim

Year

1873

1939

1950

1964

1987

1993

1995

2014

Requiem

80

52

68

52

56

56

50

70

Kyrie

88

78

96

86

78

84

114

86

Dies irae

80

88

80

80

80

80

92

80

Tuba mirum

88

60

86

74

64

46

56

78

Liber
scripturas

88

86

88

84

78

88

88

84

Quid sum
miser

100

100

96

94

92

86

60

90

Rex
tremendae

72

78

68

66

70

54

66

66

Recordare

62

70

62

68

66

62

66

Ingemisco

58

68

62

60

54

62

62

Confutatis

96

80

82

78

82

74

98

90

Lacrimosa

60

62

54

58

56

54

60

60

Offertory

66

58

54

60

66

44

56

60

Sanctus

138

130

124

118

138

116

128

120

Agnus Dei

84

60

74

66

80

64

74

80

Lux aeterna

88

72

74

74

68

60

64

74

Libera me
(beginning)

72

78

80

90

80

80

86

80

Libera me
(Fugue)

116

118

112

116

120

114

124

120

Figure 2. Comparison of Recording Tempi (metronome-beat per minute)
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As displayed in Figure 2, the range of tempi are generally quite different from
Verdi’s original tempo choices. Verdi is known for advocating fast tempo. He expressed
his feelings about tempo in a letter: “I advise you only that I do not like slow tempi; it is
better to err on the fast side than to be too slow.” Yet some movements fail to express the
text in the tempo Verdi preferred. For example, in the beginning of the Requiem, Verdi
suggests the quarter note to equal 80 with an andante marking. While Mozart used an
Adagio marking for the opening, commonly meaning the quarter note to be
approximately 66 to 76, and Gabriel Faure also took a very slow tempo for this particular
section, with a marking of Quarter =40, Verdi’s tempo seems a bit too fast to express the
“eternal rest” the movement is speaking of. Most conductors on the figure 2 go
considerably slower than 80, usually sitting at around 52 to 56.
I would be apprehensive to debate that Verdi, in the 1870s, carelessly wrote
movements that were “too fast” for text delivery. However, the text, ritual, and drama
would likely have been foremost in his mind, especially as Verdi had composed several
operas beforehand. If the Requiem were to be viewed as being cast within an operatic
framework, there likely would have been a dramatic reasoning for the faster tempo
indications. Dramatic intent in a High Romantic Requiem could easily counteract
ritualistic expectations from the church tradition. Comparing the great twentieth-century
conductors’ chosen tempi, the question that comes to mind relates to a larger question
within orchestral-related music: Did the twentieth century conductors “recast” pretwentieth-century works into a new musical language with accepted tempo conventions?
In 1880, Johannes Brahms was asked whether the metronome marks in his
German Requiem should be adhered to strictly. He rejected the idea, saying, “I think here

14

as well as with all other music the metronome is of no value,... As far at least as my
experience goes, everybody has, sooner or later, withdrawn his metronome marks’ - a
step he took with the Requiem in 1894.”10 Perhaps the twentieth century conductors were
following in Brahms’s footsteps; Verdi’s insistence on fast tempo, however, should be
foremost in conductors’ minds. I therefore would balance the practical need for a slightly
slower tempo with Verdi’s intent by choosing quarter note=70.
Figure 2 not only tells us that Verdi may have had a preference for possibly
excessively fast tempo markings, but also it tells us quite a bit about established
performance practice and convention as it developed in the twentieth century. Thus,
conductors must consider whether the Messa da Requiem is a matter of imagining what
Verdi is supposed to sound like based on his previous operas, or if this is an entirely new
phase for the composer. The score certainly treats the text outside of liturgical convention;
this then calls for understanding what Verdi was attempting to say in his treatment, rather
than excluding his carefully drawn tempi indications. Verdi knew social and religious
conventions of Italy perfectly well, and therefore he likely intentionally placed these
movements in faster tempi specifically for expressive and dramatic purposes. It is
definitely influenced by opera; it also reflects the characteristics of late nineteenthcentury sacred music in terms of scale. Therefore, when the conductors consider the
possibility of operatic effect, the interpretation of tempo should be closer to the
composer’s intention.
Among the recordings surveyed here, Arturo Toscanini’s tempi are closest to
Verdi’s original tempi. This is likely due to Toscanini’s close personal relationship with
10

Bernard D. Sherman, Tempos and Proportions in Brahms: Period Evidence (London:
Oxford University Press, 1997), 463.
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Verdi, as well as La Scala Opera’s longstanding Verdi tradition. Also it is very important
to note that both conductors’ mother language is Italian.
Toscanini and Verdi held a lifelong relationship that spurred from mutual young
lives coming from poor living conditions and struggling to obtain their musical
educations. An event which strengthened this bond occurred in 1887, when Toscanini, at
age nineteen, played in the orchestra of Milan’s Teatro alla Scala for the world premiere
of Verdi’s Otello, which Verdi conducted in person. Toscanini also paid homage to his
compatriot by composing Hymn of the Nations in 1944, which was originally titled
Arturo Toscanini: Hymn of the Nations, a film directed by Alexsander Hammid. The film
featured Inno della naziioni, a patriotic composition, written for tenor soloist, chorus, and
orchestra, composed by Verdi in the early 1860s. This piece by Verdi employed the
national anthems of several European countries. This piece brought about many
comparisons from various media outlets regarding the relationship between Toscanini
and Verdi, not only as musicians, but also as human beings and political activists.
Toscanini, who was quite close to Verdi and performed under Verdi’s direction,
as well as among his younger colleagues on various occasions, did not match his tempi
directly with Verdi’s chosen tempi. Although Toscanini was known to be a strict
conductor who thought it quite important to follow the composer’s specific choices, he
did not, in his case, do so as much as some of today’s Italian conductors.11
The Requiem (Introit), Confutatis, Agnus Dei, and Lux Aeterna sections, however,
are almost uniformly slower among these conductors than according to Verdi’s
indications. These four movements will now be considered in greater detail.

11

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 344.
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For the Requiem (Introit), Verdi’s intended feeling must be established. Is it to be
a source of comfort, deep mourning, fear, anticipation, or a plea for death? This is the
decision the conductor must first interpret, and from there, make a tempo decision that
will influence the trajectory of the Requiem as a whole; indeed, it must be asked whether
the mood of the work is determined by the opening Requiem, or whether that opening is
leading toward a later climax, in the final movement.
There is a clear relationship between the opening choral section in the Requiem at
m.7 and the unison Libera me in the last three measures (m. 419 and 421) of the final
movement, with A minor leading to C minor with a Picardy third. This suggests a heavy
forward motion throughout the Requiem which is never resolved. Figure 2 clearly
suggests that leading twentieth-century conductors preferred tempi far slower than
Verdi’s for this section. From a conductor’s standpoint, I agree that Verdi’s markings are
a bit fast, and I would be inclined to adjust the performance down tempo, but to a lesser
degree. I view this movement’s tempo markings according to the ABA’ structure: mm.127, mm. 28-55, and mm. 56-77. This movement cannot be viewed as set for the quarter
equaling 80 alone. The B section at m. 28, with the quarter equal to 88, is central to
determining the opening and closing tempo. In relation to the tempo of 88, which seems
appropriate to me, a tempo of 80 is only a little on the fast side. I would argue that this 80
is an opening tempo only, where flexibility is implied in different sections and phrasesmm.1-11, mm.12-16, and mm.17-27; it is then in relation to the poco piu at m.28,
followed by the come prima at m.56.
One must also consider texture, especially in regard to the specific
instrumentation. I regard 56 to be too slow for the string slurs and long notes at mm.1-11.
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In mm.12-16, the accents and slurs suggest a forward tempo motion as well. For the B
section at m.28, poco piu clearly indicates that the quarter should be equal to 88 with
accents, in a canon at the fifth. The A' section leads in the Kyrie, at animando un poco;
the 56 here causes the movement to feel too slow.

Example. 1. Requiem, mm. 9-14.12

12

Giuseppe Verdi, Messa da Requiem (New York: C.F. Peters, 1965), 1.
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Example. 2. Te decet hymnus, mm.28-35.13

Confutatis
Although Gardiner matched Verdi’s intended tempo in the Confutatis movement,
other conductors again took a noticeably slower tempo. While I agree that a tempo of 96
as a starting point is acceptable, the con forza marking suggests that the tempo should be
set considerably faster than Quarter=74 (Abbado) which was the slowest tempo in the
recordings surveyed on the page 13. The double dotted rhythms in this context suggest a
marching tempo. The thirty-second notes in the violin and clarinet at m.504 make more
sense at a tempo of 96. Mm.507 to 509 clearly indicate flexibility, implying a slower
tempo that nonetheless should not be too much slower than the given tempo. M.528 at a
quarter equaling 96 is also preferred; mm.532 and 544 continue to be parallel to the
observations in m.507. All this brings a conclusion that Verdi’s tempo of quarter=96 is
unquestionably appropriate for the Confutatis movement.

13

Ibid., 2.
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Example 3. Confutatis, mm. 501-511.14

Agnus Dei
What must first be considered by conductors for the Agnus Dei is the term
dolcissimo, and what it means within the realm of Verdi’s Requiem. Dolcissimo must be
examined especially in light of the soloists’ unison line in octaves, including the long
slurs and acciaccaturas, followed by the highly unusual texture of the chorus and
orchestra in unison. A new texture emerges for the variations at mm.27, 40, and 46. As
Figure 2 suggests, the tempo preference by conductors for this section is quite subjective.
I consider a tempo under 76 for the quarter note as somewhat heavy for an andante
dolcissimo that contains long unison slurs. Thus, I would agree with Shaw’s tempo of the
14

Ibid., 57.
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quarter note at 80; this preserves the free and light motion suggested by the texture,
theme, and variations of the movement, and shown through the slurs.

Example 4. Agnus Dei, mm. 27-31.15

Lux Aeterna
In most recordings of the Lux aerterna, Verdi’s tempo choice does seem fast.
However, his tempo is not just a quarter note equal to 88; it is clearly marked allegro
moderato. The section from m.54 clearly indicates a more forward motion without a new
tempo indication, which may have been what Verdi had in mind for the tempo of 88.
When this section is performed at a tempo under 72 for the quarter note, the music seems
excessively heavy, given the texture. If the goal of the movement is to reach the final
Libera me of the Requiem Mass, then some haste through this movement would make
sense at certain points, and would also help to explain the allegro moderato notation.

15

Ibid., 105.
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Example 5. Lux aeterna, mm.53-54.16

16

Ibid., 111.
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III. TREATMENT OF ORCHESTRAL AND VOCAL PARTS
Verdi’s Requiem demands special attention to both the orchestral and vocal parts,
because of the orchestra’s dealing with many technical issues and the vocalists’ range of
styles of singing. Verdi notated in detail what the work should express; conductors
should interpret the details on the score properly for effective performance. Thus, in this
chapter, I will point out some problematic issues appearing in the actual performance of
both the orchestra members and vocalists, and suggest several preferred ways to create
dramatic effects. These issues will be discussed and weighed in order to seek reasonable
solutions.

1. Issues in Orchestral Performance
There are many issues in the orchestral score because the orchestration of Verdi’s
Requiem is distinct. Bowing issues and its contribution to the dramatic contexts will be
discussed. How to effectively perform the brass part will also be debated. Some
problematic issues within the percussion part of the Requiem will be discussed, including
pitch changing for timpani, and effective bass drum performance choices and techniques.
1) Bowing Issues and String playing
In the middle of the seventeenth century, Italian bowing was more liberal than the
French and German conservative style. Normal bowing technique for mm.24-28 in the
Dies irae might make each beat too strong, disconnecting the flow of the phrase.
Therefore, a tie over will be a better choice for these measures (Example 1).
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Example 1. Violin I part of Requiem, Dies irae. Mm.26-28.1

The same pattern is repeated in mm.74-89; because this passage is ppp, the
bowing should be one long stroke per measure (Example 2).

Example 2. Violin I part in the Dies irae, mm.74-792

In m.39, the conductor should ask for greater use of the bow with vibrato to make
a pesante (heavy) sound with accents. From mm.117 to 119, a separate section rehearsal
is needed for string players in the college level orchestra, because it is difficult for all the
strings to play together in continuous triplets with a chromatic descending scale. For
m.138, because the rhythmic figure is very fast, a slow sectional practice is needed also
for the college level. However, it is most important that the last note is played together on
m.139.
The long appoggiatura in the Germanic style should be played on the beat.
However, the Italian style treats additional notes as flourishes decorating the written
1

Ibid., 22-23.

2

Ibid., 30-31.
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notes. The Italian ornamental note should be played ahead of the beat to make the main
note stand out. Verdi wrote these kinds of grace notes in his Requiem. The ornamentation
should be played together for the clarity of these notes. Mm.140-158 features grace notes
in all the strings, marked “Mors stupebit.” Additional small notes are always problematic
to interpret, especially for the string sections.
The accents on the eighth notes of mm.214 to 218 should be played only for
rhythmic clarity, not as dynamic accents, because of the ppp in the low strings.
When the strings double the solo or choral parts, such as in m.336, the string
players need extra guidance from the conductor, as their ability to hear the vocal parts is
limited. Therefore, players should be conscious of both listening to the other instruments
and watching the conductor’s beat. Also, the length of the dotted rhythm should clearly
be determined by the conductor for the doubling of the bass soloist by the cellos and
double basses.
The violin and viola sections play a tremolo passage in ff from m.342. In order to
avoid covering the choir and soloists’ sounds, the conductor should ask for the strings to
use bow speed rather than bow pressure to achieve the ff dynamic.
The first violin doubles the soprano soloist’s melodic line from m.376. The first
note should be soft while saving bow, and then it should be played through the high note
using bow pressure to imitate the singing melody line (Example 3).
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Example 3. Violin I part in the Dies irae, mm.373-379.3

The accent mark ( ^ ) on m.73 of the first violin part in Offertorio raises the
question of the difference between ( ^ ) and ( > ). According to The New Harvard
Dictionary of Music, “A dynamic accent on a single pitch or chord may be specified with
the symbols ( > ) and ( ^ ), the second calling for greater loudness and sharper attack than
the first.”4 Haydn, for instance, used ( ^ ) as a stroke, rather than an accent ( > ), to make
an edgy sound. At m.73, the ( ^ ) should not be played too sharply, but with weight,
mirroring the phrase “Signifer sanctus Michael repraesentet.” In mm.544 and 547 of the
Dies irae, the ( ^ ) should be played smoothly on the string, almost as a portamento, but
not too legato, keeping the separation between the notes (Example 4).

Example 4. Violin I part in the Dies irae, mm.543-547.

The continued up-bowing is comparatively light in mm.591-592, and so requires a
different treatment more suitable for the Romantic period, which makes for more of a
thick and brilliant feeling (Example 5b).
3

Verdi, Requiem, 68.

4

The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s.v. “Accent” by Don Michael Randel.
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Example 5a. Violin I part in the Dies irae, mm.589-592.

Example 5b. Violin I part in the Dies irae, mm.589-592.5

In the Offertorio. Verdi indicates that mm.200-205 should be played on the G
string. This creates a more pathetic sound. The string players should play near the
fingerboard to achieve ppp in this passage. It is better for one full bow to be used per
measure to effect the crescendo and decrescendo while maintaining legato.
In the Libera me, the fast passage in the first violin with mute (mm.20-27)
supports the soprano solo’s sotto voce by playing one bow for every four sixteenth notes.
High ppp notes in the violin from m.262 should be played by using half of the bow hair
without vibrato, to make a light and clean sound that will support and blend with the
soprano solo. From m.312, the strings double the choir parts; the accents should be
played using a left-hand vibrato.

5

Verdi, 88.
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2) Brass Performance Issues
Verdi’s brass section consists of four horns, four trumpets, three trombones, and a
tuba in the Dies irae; four more trumpets, positioned offstage with other brass, were
added in the Tuba mirum to describe the final Judgment Day.
The triplet and dotted rhythmic figures in the brass parts appear throughout the
Tuba mirum section. The trumpet is the fastest-speaking instrument in the brass choir. All
kinds of fast passages, both slurred and tongued, are possible; single, double, and triple
tonguing are used constantly on this instrument.6
The brass ecco style in the Tuba mirum is fanfare-like. It is extremely important to
play the sixteenth notes, which function like accents, clearly; to this end, the conductor
should ask for a small accent on the sixteenths. The long notes should be sustained,
similar to the style of singing. The brass should have a resonant sound, treating the
fanfare style as a legato expression.
In the Tutta forza section (from m.111), the tied notes should be omitted to create
a clearer rhythmic figure. Unified tonguing is necessary; ‘dHAt’ is recommended for the
staccato, and ‘dHA’ for the legato playing rather than ‘Tu’, ‘du’, or ‘ta’. Both ‘dHAt’ and
‘dHA’ are inner tonguings, which make deeper sounds from the chest.
From mm.46-51, the trumpet combines lyrical and fanfare styles which should be
performed in a contrasting manner. The lyrical style, half notes, should be more arioso,
and the fanfare style, sixteenth notes, more distinct (Example 6).

6

Samuel Adler, The Study of Orchestration (New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
Inc.,2002), 332-333.
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Example 6. Trumpet part in the Dies irae, mm.46-51.7

This fanfare is repeated three times in the beginning of the Sanctus; the second
repeat on mm.3-4 should be mf rather than f, as it clearly creates more crescendo, to
garner more attention from the audience (Example 7). The trumpet players should keep
same sound quality for both the sixteenth and eighth notes to maintain good quality of the
sound and clear articulation. The most important issue in this passage is how to play the
whole note effectively. A singing quality of unbroken and smooth whole notes with
energy will provide impetus for the next bar’s shorter notes. Therefore, the conductor
should ask the trumpet player for this, as well as flowing sustained whole notes.

Example 7. Sanctus, mm.1-5.8

7

Ibid., 26-27.
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From m.69 in the Sanctus, there are continuous dotted rhythms in the brass. The
conductor should ask for small accents on the eighth notes and sustained dotted quarter
notes.

3) Percussion Performance
The role of percussion in Verdi’s Requiem is crucial to the work’s dramatic and
bombastic character; however, only the timpani and the bass drum are used.
One of the most noticeable timpani issues is changing the pitches according to the
chords. Because the timpani notes do not fit the right chords, the timpanist changes the
notation; this tradition can be traced back to Schubert and Schumann’s symphonies. In
the eighth symphony of Schubert, because the timpani is in B-flat, the timpanist should
change for the G major chord. Also we can find in the first symphony of Schumann.
According to Jimmy Musto:
The general consensus is that Verdi was less interested in the pitched the timpani
were playing than in how they would add content to the drama occurring onstage.
When I performed the timpani part to the “Requiem” …..a colleague of mine, Jim
Neglia, gave me a part with note change to match the harmonic function more
accurately. I already owned an original part to the Requiem, and I knew it was
harmonically limited, but I am always wary of revised timpani parts that become
like double bass, trombone, or tuba parts………after listening to the work once
with the altered notes, I realized it added a new sense of tonal and orchestral
9
clarity to the whole work.
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Scott Stevens, a timpanist in the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra sicnce 1977, wrote
an edition for the timpani part of the Requiem in 1990.10 There is considerable alteration.
A radical example appears in the Lux aeterna, m.52: The timpani part of the Ricordi
edition was notated as F (dotted half note) and Bb (quarter note); Stevens rewrote this as
Ab (quarter note), Bb (half note), and C (quarter note) to better fit the chords. I agree with
changing the notation according to the right chords; therefore, the conductor should
check the notation of the timpani part carefully, and should discuss this with the timpanist
before the first rehearsal.
There is a long ff tremolo section, mm.111-119, in the Dies irae; the ff recurs in
m.117. The timpanist should attack the spot with the second ff, because the tutti orchestra
enters here; the conductor can ask the timpani player to use a higher dynamic level, such
as fff. The same thing occurs in mm.125 and 239. If the balcony is too close to the stage,
the trumpet on the balcony should be played in mf to balance with the timpani.
The use of double stop is characteristic of the timpani in the Lux aeterna. Because
the interval between Bb and F is a perfect fifth, the timpanist should be very careful when
tuning; a good overtone supports the quiet tremolo in the strings and the soloists’ pp.

Example 8. Timpani part. mm.15-20 in Lux aeterna11
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Scott Stevens, Orchestral Excerpts from the Symphonic repertoire for Timpani (New
York: International Music Company,1990), 37-43.
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Verdi, Requiem, 148.
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The bass drum is extremely important, its un-pitched deep sonority matching the
timpani in discourse. If the orchestra is big, the conductor should consider using two bass
drums or a bigger drum, such as a 62-inch bass drum for a more dramatic effect and
louder sound.
There are many specific indications for the bass drum in the Requiem. The most
prominent is mm.11-12 in the Dies irae. There is a German term indication about
tightening the bass drum head in the Peters edition: “Das Fell mus gut gespannt sein,
damit dieser Zwischenschlag kurz und sehr stark gelingt” (The head must be tightened
well so that the strokes on the weak beat are short but very loud.)12 M.683 also reads
“Das Fekk stark entspannt” (slacken the head quite a bit)13 for the ppp. These create a
darker tone color; therefore, the bass drum player should consider tightening the head
according to the dynamic and the dramatic effects.
The bass drum should be louder than the timpani, as it is the only instrument that
plays on weak beats during the tutti in mm.583-584.
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Giuseppe Verdi, Requiem (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1978), Glossary of
German Term. iii.
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2. Vocal Issues
The vocal part raises very delicate issues due to the text; unification of sound and
timing is essential.
1) Diction
One of the conductor’s roles is to be a teacher, especially for the choir. Managing
the diction is a crucial portion of the conductor’s instruction. The I.P.A. (International
Phonetic Alphabet) is a good reference; conductors should be accustomed to the system.
The Latin of the Requiem mass has relatively simple pronunciation, having only five pure
vowels. In order to get unified diction, the choir should spring off of the vowels, avoiding
chewing. Diphthongs are always an issue in singing; as Frauke Hassemann notes:
Diphthongs in Latin are spoken and sung differently from the English diphthongs.
They have to be separated and each of them must be spoken clearly, even when
both vowels are placed on a shared note value. Never glide from one vowel to the
14
other. Each vowel must be articulated.

“Kyrie” risks being pronounced as “ki-ri-jE” rather than “ki-ri-E”. This makes for
clearer and unified diction without gliding. Another good example for this issue is “eius.”
Although the right pronunciation is “E-jus,” some experienced choral conductors such as
Robert Shaw and Joseph Flummerfelt urge their choirs to pronounce “E-us” to prevent
chewing the diction; this will enhance text clarity.
The “u” in the diphthongs is problematic. Some singers pronounce the “u” in
“quem” or “quid” longer, as in Italian opera. According to Miacael de Angelis, “When ‘U’
is preceded by Q or Ng and followed by another vowel as in the words ‘Qui,’ ‘Sanguis,’

14

Frauke Hassemann and James M. Jordan, Group Vocal Technique (Chapel Hill:
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etc., the weight or pressure is placed on the second vowel.”15 Putting weight on or adding
length to the “u” sound should be avoided in choral singing, however. It should be
pronounced very quickly to create simultaneity. A good examples is “Quantus
tremor….Quando judex” in the Dies irae. If the choir sings the “u” sound with weight,
“quantus” and “quando” will be very sluggish, and the clarity of the diction will be
ruined. Therefore, the conductor should enforce pronunciation regulation.

2) Vowel Modification
Singers should modify the vowels according to the register of the voice. Vowel
modification is essential particularly for choral singing because of the unification of tone
color. Ralph Appelman clearly defined vowel modification in the science of vocal
pedagogy:
Vowel modification, to the best of the knowledge available, was employed first
by the Italian teachers of bel canto, and this concept seems to be the yardstick for
determining the technical excellence of singers today. The teachers of bel canto
taught the development of a vocal scale without interruption or break through its
length. The transition of registers, while singing up or down the scale, demanded
a modification of the vowel in the upper notes to preserve the true vowel sound as
well as to prevent such notes from becoming disagreeable or harsh. Thus, for
many centuries, teachers have used the modification of vowel as a means of
16
transition into the upper voice.

My concept of vowel modification is that the vowel change should happen at the
transition point between the singer’s head voice and chest voice. Passagio is an Italian
vocal term for this breaking point between the chest and head voice; usually, it occurs
around the F# an octave above middle C for sopranos and tenors, at Eb for baritones and
15

Michael Angelis, The Correct Pronunciation of Latin According to Roman
Usage(Chicago: GIA Publications, 1973), 6.
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mezzo sopranos, and D# for basses and contraltos. There is a tendency to spread out
around the passagio pitch. Singers should be careful when changing to darker vowels to
prevent this spreading. Because the male voice has a more severe change than the female
voice, “a” should adjust to “o,” and the opened “e” should change to closed “e.” Vowel
modification is needed not only for soloists but also for the choir.
However, Frauke Hassemann’s concept of vowel modification in “Group Vocal
Technique” is somewhat different. She mentions that “basic to the understanding of
vowel modification is the understanding of closed (long) versus open (short) vowels.
Each vowel has two forms, a closed form and an open form. The closed form of the
vowel uses a closed mouth while the open form uses a bit more of a dropped jaw.”17 She
also said, “In teaching vowel modification, the first general rule to remember is that the
singer should open as for the /A/ (Father) in extremely high range. The second rule is to
always remember to form the round fish mouth position of ‘oo’.”18
Haassemann has more extended ideas than passagio for vowel modification,
integrating passagio with a blending of sound. However, I disagree with the dropping of
the jaw with a closed vowel in the high register. First, vowel modification was originally
invented for the smoothness of register transition, not for the entire higher register.
Second, a simple change between open and closed vowels does not exactly apply for the
subtle process of passagio. Third, Haasseman’s method is not appropriate to works such
as the Requiem which require strong projection. Nevertheless, I do agree with using the
round fish mouth position “oo” for blending. The conductor should train the choir to mix
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the “oo” vowel to best accommodate the head voice easily, especially in p or pp. To get a
blended sound, the conductor should ask for more head voice than chest voice in general.
The conductor should ask for good singing placement on the cheek bones and nose.
One of the most important places for using vowel modification in Verdi’s
Requiem is in the Salva me of Dies irae in the tenor section. Salva me, “salva mE,”
should be modified to “suhlvuhme” from mm.340-343, because the pitches of the notes
fall into the passagio (Example 9).

Example 9. Tenor part in Dies irae, mm.340-343.19

3) Coordination between Conductor and Soloists
There are some spots that require coordination between the conductor and soloists.
The first place to compromise with soloists is in the solo section of the Kyrie movement
(Example 10). At the end of each phrase in the solo section, the orchestral rhythmic
figure is a half note for cadence. Soloists can have a little freedom to take tempo rubato,
which is like singing with the conductor’s collaboration for more operatic and dramatic
flexibility. There are many places using col canto in the Requiem, notably on m. 228 of
the mezzo soprano’s solo section in Dies ille, and on m. 444 of the soprano and mezzo
soprano’s duet. This produces more freedom for the soloists than in the Kyrie, for a more
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emotional and dramatic effect. The conductor should listen carefully to the soloists to
encourage this flexibility.

Example 10. Kyrie, mm.82-91.20

20

Ibid., 6-7.
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3. Issues of Balance
Because many instrumentalists and singers are involved in Verdi’s Requiem, the
balance issue is significant. When the conductor selects the soloists, he should consider
the balance among them. Because the size of orchestration for Verdi’s Requiem is quite
large, the soloists should have adequate volume to project through the orchestral sound.
The sound of brass should be controlled for the balance, even though the number
of choral singers is large enough. Also, the balance between the soloists and choir should
be checked when they sing together. The sound of the soloists should be distinctly
separated from the choral sound, if the soloists and choir are positioned closely. When the
orchestra doubles the choral or vocal solo lines, the sound should be well blended without
covering the vocal sound. Therefore, the assistant conductor or a musically reliable
person should check the balance of the stage rehearsals.
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IV. FROM REHEARSAL TO PERFORMANCE

1. Conducting Issues
In order to make a high-quality performance, collaboration between the musicians
and the conductor is very important. The conductor should understand both the orchestral
and choral issues very well. If the conductor overlooks either side, the performance will
be biased and the sound balance and various colorful expressions will be limited.
First of all, conducting technique is one of the most important things for
successful performances and rehearsals. The conducting choices should be appropriate
for both the choir and the orchestra, utilizing a mix of both choral and orchestral
conducting styles. Sometimes orchestral conducting does not work well for choral
singing, due to the metric nature of the conducting style. This is also an issue when a
choral conductor does not adjust the normal fluid conducting style to assist the orchestra,
leading to more misunderstanding. There are so many orchestral and choral delicacies in
Verdi’s Requiem, because the piece has various textures, ranging from a cappella to
massive full orchestra with double chorus. The conductor needs to make specific choices
that lend themselves to the specific passages with the Requiem, while keeping a
consistent mix of choral and orchestral conducting styles, and still assisting with specific
issues within the passage for both the choir and orchestra. Max Rudolf mentioned the
importance of the combination of conducting, noting that the independence of the arms is
essential to controlling the orchestra with the right hand, while reserving left-hand
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motions to mold the phrasing of the vocal line.1 The conductor needs to use proper
gestures to construe the specific meanings within Verdi’s Requiem.

1) Choral Conducting for Orchestral Conductors
The conducting for a cappella sections should be more sensitive and intimate than
other passages that contain orchestral accompaniment. The conductor can attempt to
conduct these sections without a baton as he would conduct an a cappella choral piece in
order to have intimate communication with the singers. He can indicate diction, including
the final consonant with the left hand or fingers. For example, the conductor can indicate
the consonant ‘T’ by plucking the fingers of the left hand. Conductors should breathe for
the entrances of each part, which can make the choir feel more comfortable. Often,
conductors mouth the text while they are conducting the choir. I do not agree with this
approach because it can create an overdependence on following the timing of the mouth
rather than the conductor’s hand, creating confusion for the choir. Therefore, breathing
with an open mouth is enough for assisting the choir’s singing.
Rohnda J. Vieth Fuelberth’s article, “The Effect of Left Hand Conducting Gesture
on Inappropriate Individual Vocal Tension in Singers,” examines and clarifies the special
function of the left hand in choral conducting. She mentions that “the ability of choral
conductors to use conducting gestures effectively would appear helpful in maintaining a
sense of vocal well-being and health.”2 I completely agree with this. The left hand can

1

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 351.

2

Rhonda Fuelbeth, “The Effect of Left Hand Conducting Gesture on Inappropriate
Tension in Individual Singers.” Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education
157(summer 2003): 62-65.
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help the vocal problems while the right hand conducts. When the choir or soloists hold
long notes, the conductor should support them with an outstretched left hand at waistlevel, helping to evoke the sense of supporting the vocal part. This gesture is perfectly
matched with the long sustained notes at the end of the Introit (Example 1).

Example 1. The Ending of the Introit in Verdi’s Requiem3

Generally, conducting gestures for choir or soloists should help with breathing
and the opening of the vocal organ. In order to help the singers, the conductor should
show spacious conducting motions with breathing. In that way, he can listen to the music
better while conducting, and he can connect the sound with his hands better. Also, the
conducting should show the flow of exhaling, not only in regard to air flow of the choir’s
breathing, but also for musical phrasing. Therefore, the conducting should energize the
musical line, which should have a feeling of forward movement.
3

Verdi, Requiem, 16.
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When the choir or soloists sing high notes in pianissimo, hanging and lifting the
left hand with the palm down will be helpful. The conductor can use the gesture for the
long a cappella section from measure 132 to 170 in the Libera me (Example 2) (Example
6 in p.15). Choral conducting uses the left hand for supporting the choir vocally, while
orchestral conducting uses the left hand mainly for dynamic changes.

Example 2. The Ending of the Libera me in Verdi’s Requiem4

2) Orchestra Conducting for Choral Conductors
The conducting for the orchestral sections should be more metrical and angular
than the choral conducting in many ways while choral conducting is rounder and
smoother in general. The conductor should use the baton, so that all the orchestral
members can see clearly. The center of the conducting should be the tip of the baton.
Many inexperienced choral conductors have problems using the tip of the baton because
4

Ibid., 129.
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they are used to conducting without batons. Therefore, choral conductors should be
careful to make the point of conducting with the tip of the baton, not the tip of fingers or
wrist.
There are some spots that contain conducting issues in Verdi’s Requiem. The first
conducting issue is the conducting of sudden dynamic changes. In measures 17 and 21 of
the Introit, a sudden pianissimo appears after a crescendo in the strings (Example 3). In
order to do clear and effective conducting which evoke an automatic sound from the
instrumentalists, there are two suggestions to conduct these sections. As the music is
becoming louder in the crescendo, the conducting should be getting bigger while moving
away from the body. Then, a sudden retreat of the hand close to the body will make the
change to sudden pianissimo more effective. Another way to express these spots is by
using the left hand. The crescendo should be indicated by lifting the left hand, palm
facing upward, from the level of the hip to eye level. Then, suddenly turning the palm
face to the players for the subito pianissimo is very effective. Supporting by the left hand
and motioning by the right hand are rarely used together. Their combination will be a
very powerful dramatic gesture and should be reserved for the greater moments.
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Example 3. Introit in Verdi’s Requiem5

Using an extra beat is necessary for the execution of certain starts after the count,
especially in fast tempo, to secure precision.6 If the conductor wants to use the extra beat,
he should communicate this to the performers. There are a few places where using extra
beats in Verdi’s Requiem is appropriate. Following is one example of this issue (Example
4). At the beginning of the Offertorio, an extra beat is needed after the first count. It will
help the whole cello section start together with a precise tempo.

5

Verdi, Requiem, 2.

6

Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting, 98.
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Example 4. The Beginning of the Offertory in Verdi’s Requiem7

Another example of using extra beats is at “Quid sum miser tune dicturus” in the
Dies irae. The conductor should give extra beats after a general pause to suggest a clear
new tempo for the Adagio section (Example 5).

Example 5. “Quid sum miser tune dicturus in Verdi’s Requiem”8

7

Ibid., 76.
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Because Verdi’s Requiem is very operatic, there are many col canto (with the
singing) marks and recitative like passages which create a flexible tempo. Sometimes,
orchestra members do not like accompanying solo singers because it is not metrical,
which needs extra attention. Therefore, the conducting of these spots should be very
clear and decisive. In the transition of the tempo in measure 228 of the Dies irae
(Example 6), the fourth beat should be conducted like a fermata, and then a preparatory
beat should be given with a big ictus for the new tempo.

Example 6. “Liber scriptus proferetur in Verdi’s Requiem”9

3) Conducting for Choral Recitative
Recitative is a non-metric style of solo singing in the dramatic genres, such as
opera and oratorio; it was rarely used in choral passages. Choral recitative was used by
some composers’ oratorios before Verdi’s Requiem. Handel wrote choral recitative
passages in his oratorio Israel in Egypt (Example 7). He wrote a homophony choral part
on the sustained chords by the orchestra. Mendelssohn also used a choral recitative
8

Ibid., 37.

9

Ibid., 33.
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passage in his oratorio Elijah at the end of the opening chorus (Example 8). The unison
melodies are sung consecutively by each part over the string’s sustained chords. However,
Verdi’s choral recitative is different from his precursors (Example 9). He wrote with
almost a speech-like detached unison on the same pitch in pianissimo sotto voce for the
text “Quando tremor est futures quando judex est venturus…” (Oh, what fear man’s
bosom rendeth when from heaven the Judge descendeth…). The conductor should ask the
choir to sing in Sprechstimme (half singing, half speaking) for the passages to enhance
dramatic effect. We can find this kind of singing in operas frequently.

Example 7. “He sent a thick darkness” in Handel’s Israel in Egypt10

10

George Frideric Handel, Israel in Egypt (Miami: Kalmus ), 39.
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Example 8. Opening Chorus in Mendelssohn’s Elijah11

Example 9. “Quantus tremor” in Verdi’s Requiem”12
Another kind of choral recitative are the passages with the senza misura marking
in the beginning of the Libera me (Example 10). Because there are no meter signatures,
the conductor should make groups of words by following the accent of the text. For the
11

Felix Mendelssohn, Elijah (New York: Schirmer,), 15.

12

Verdi, Requiem, 23.
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chanting solo passage in senza misura, the conductor can wait after indicating the down
beat, giving the soloist more freedom. However, the choral passage should be conducted
to help the singing be more unified. There are two ways to conduct those passages. The
first is conducting in patterns which can be organized by the accent of the Latin words.
The other way is by conducting up and down without making conducting patterns. For
the former way, the conducting and the choir’s singing should be smooth with the accents.
The latter way needs to be conducted with the stress on the accent. However, the
conducting for this passage should be very smooth according to the composer’s intention
of senza misura.

Example 10. Libera me in Verdi’s Requiem13

13

Ibid., 117.
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2. Problems in Rehearsal
In order to have a decent performance with the limited rehearsal time,
the rehearsals should be done effectively with systematic rehearsal techniques.
Conductors should understand the characteristics of rehearsals with the
procedure of the choral rehearsal, orchestral rehearsal, piano rehearsal, and
combined rehearsal.

1) Choral rehearsal
Compared with orchestral rehearsal, choral rehearsals for major works such as
Verdi’s Requiem need much more rehearsal time. I recommend that a professional choir
with fine sight singing skill should rehearse ten times in three hour rehearsals. Music
major college students should practice more than fifteen times in three hour rehearsals.
The conductor should rehearse starting with neutral syllables while singers learn
the music. For the dynamic of pianissimo, the neutral syllable “nu” is proper. For the
forte section, the neutral syllable “noh” or “nah” is suitable for the mouth to open
naturally. In dotted rhythmic passages, the neutral syllable “du” is a better choice rather
than “nu” for the separation between dotted notes. Verdi wrote some fugal sections in the
Requiem. He used a double fugue in the Sanctus and a fugue in the Libera me movement.
As in the a cappella passages, the choir should start to rehearse with neutral syllables. A
comparatively decisive and exploded neutral syllable, “doh” or “dah” would be good for
the subject of the fugue. The countersubject should also be sung with similar neutral
syllables, but in a slightly softer way, to distinguish it from the main subject. The
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conductor should ask to sing in a more angular style than normal legato singing for the
subjects. As a result, we can get more distinct thematic figures in the fugues.
During the learning process, passages of high tessitura should be practiced at an
octave lower than they are written, especially for the sopranos. In order to get a metrical
pulse, the conductor should rehearse with “count singing” for problematic spots. The
method taken would be to use the beat numbers as syllables like “one two tee (instead of
three) four,” “one and two and tee and four and,” etc. The inventor of the method, Robert
Shaw explained the advantage of the count singing as shown below.
The technique accomplishes extraordinary things for intonation because it
requires the singer to initiate the pitch of a whole-note, for instance, eight times
per measure. But it does even more for rhythms: it makes it impossible for a
singer to sing through a rest; and it lines up every measure vertically in terms of
14
the smallest unit.

Generally, the instrumental playing is metrical while the singing is more flexible
in tempo. When a choral-orchestral work like Verdi’s Requiem is performed, there might
be a bit of time difference. Therefore, count singing is an excellent technique to train
singers in metrical tempo.
After learning the notes with the neutral syllables, the choir should sing the text
with clarity by springing the vowels. Because the Latin text of Requiem consists of
many words, the conductor should teach precise diction before the choir sings in text.
Before having a combined rehearsal with the orchestra, the choir should mark bar
numbers or letters on their piano-vocal scores. It will save a considerable amount of the
rehearsal time when finding the spot where they want to rehearse with the orchestra.
14

Robert Blocker, The Robert Shaw Reader (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004),

94.
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2) Orchestral Rehearsal
The orchestra which plays the Requiem should be of considerable size and talent.
When the first performance of the Requiem was held on May 23, 1874, in St. Mark’s
Church, Milan, Italy, Verdi used 110 players in the orchestra.15 The size of the orchestra
would be at least 50 players [14-12-10-8-6] in the string section because of the size of the
brass parts, including eight trumpets and the chorus.
Pre-marking of all the bowings into the players’ parts before the first rehearsal
will save a great deal of time during the rehearsal and a substantial amount of budget in
the long term. Another item that should be marked in the scores before the first practice
would be the metronome markings, as the players must keep in mind the concert tempo
of each part as they begin to pre-rehearse and practice.
When the orchestra reads the music for the first time, the conductor should take a
playable rehearsal tempo, which may be a bit slower than the concert tempo. It will
become the proper tempo naturally from a certain point while the orchestra is playing.
The conductor should let the orchestra play for a while without any interruption. The
orchestra might make some mistakes when they sight read, but they will correct more
notes when they play the piece a second time. Many inexperienced choral conductors
make the mistake of interrupting the orchestra too often. It disturbs the energy and natural
flow of the orchestral rehearsal.

15

Percy M. Young, The Choral Tradition (New York: Norton, 1981), 250.
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3) Piano Rehearsal with Choir
If the conductor for the performance did not rehearse with the choir, at least one
piano rehearsal will be necessary with the orchestra conductor. After the chorus master
prepares the choir for the performance with the orchestra, the orchestra conductor usually
has a piano rehearsal. The conductor can check the tempo, dynamic level, balance, and
tone color of the choir. The choir can have the opportunity to become acquainted with the
conductor’s beat before the rehearsals with the orchestra. The orchestra conductor can
ask the chorus master about slight changes on the tempo, diction, articulation, and etc. In
the meantime, the chorus master can adjust some details before the first rehearsal with the
orchestra.

4) Piano Rehearsal with the Soloists
The conductor should have at least one piano rehearsal with the soloists before the
orchestral rehearsals. He can have a more intimate conversation with the soloists about
the tempo, rubato, diction, articulation, phrasing, and balance. Soloists can appeal some
suggestions for passages of their solo parts. They can also inform the conductor about
their breathing places for subtle timing. The conductor unifies phrasing, diction, and even
tone color for the ensemble of soloists. In the piano rehearsal, the conductor and soloists
compromise on many musical issues, such as the fermata, rubato, ritardando, and some
recitative details. The piano rehearsal with the soloists will save time and money instead
of consuming precious orchestral rehearsal time.
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5) Combined Rehearsal
In order to secure the performance, the conductor needs at least two combined
rehearsals and one run-through prior to the performance. One of the most important parts
of the combined rehearsal is finding a proper balance among the chorus, orchestra, and
soloists. The conductor’s main concern is how to control the brass sound to prevent
covering the chorus, soloists, or sometimes the string parts.
Another issue will be the tempo difference between the choral rehearsal and
combined rehearsal with the orchestra. To avoid the gap of tempo between rehearsals, the
conductor must have exact metronome markings in his score. The distance between the
conductor and choir is also an important matter, especially for amateur choirs: in the
combined rehearsal, the singers are much farther away from the conductor than usual. It
is exceedingly important for choir members to watch the tip of the conductor’s baton to
avoid the time difference between choir and orchestra.
Generally speaking, instrumentalists have a metrical tempo while vocalists have a
tendency towards a flexible tempo. Therefore, the vocal soloists or the choir should
practice with a metronome to avoid the difficulty of working at different tempi. Also,
orchestra members should listen to vocal parts and watch the conductor’s beats more
carefully than when they play a purely instrumental piece.
A sound check in the music hall is necessary for the combined rehearsals,
especially for the stage rehearsal. The conductor can try different sittings for the soloists,
choir, and orchestra for the best balance and sound. A reliable assistant conductor, or the
conductor himself, should listen to the balance of sound from several places in the
audience’s seats.
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3. Considerations for Performance
1) Seating for the performance
Seating is one of most important elements for a successful performance of a
complex work like Verdi’s Requiem. Effective seating is essential for the performance
because many performance factors, such as orchestra, choir, and soloists, are involved in
the work.
There are two choices for seating of soloists in the performance of Verdi’s
Requiem. The first choice is that the soloists are positioned alongside, yet slightly in front
of, the conductor. The merit of this seating choice is that the soloists can project their
voice easily because the orchestra is behind them, while still being able to view the
conductor. They can also show their facial expressions well due to being close to the
audience, and can convey their diction better. The disadvantage of this is that soloists can
block the visibility between the conductor, concertmaster and string players if the soloists’
position is essentially between the conductor and string section. Therefore, it is very
difficult for the conductor to have eye contact with the concertmaster and string players
in the first row.
The second choice for seating of the soloists is that the soloists sit between the
orchestra and the choir. The advantage of that way is that the soloists can see the
conductor’s beat easily. That helps the conductor control the soloists and orchestra
together, especially for vocal ensembles with orchestral accompaniment. However, the
soloists should have a big enough voice to project their voice to the audience because the
orchestration for Verdi’s Requiem is massive. If any chosen soloist’s voice is not big
enough, the conductor can consider using a microphone. The conductor should be very
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careful in using a microphone because the sound through the speaker is artificial and
mechanical. The conductor has to consult with the sound specialist and stage director far
ahead of time before the first stage rehearsal. Even though microphones are useful for
conveying the sound of the soloists, there are some difficulties using it in a real concert.
First, the sound coming from the speakers should be as close as possible to the natural
acoustic sound; otherwise the different quality of the sound will bother the audience.
Second, the balance should be checked very carefully, because the sound will be different
without an audience in the hall before the concert and with an audience in the hall during
the concert.
There are several options for the seating of the choir in the performance of Verdi’s
Requiem. When the conductor decides on the seating of the choir, he should consider the
seating of the orchestra. For example, the bass of choir should be assigned on the right
side because cellos and double basses are usually on the right side. The first choice is
seating the first two to three rows for women and the next two to three rows for men.
Sopranos and tenors should be on the left, and altos and basses should sit on the right side
(Figure 3).

Tenors

Basses

Sopranos

Altos

Figure 3. General seating for choir of Verdi’s Requiem
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The second choice is seating the block by the voice parts.

Tenors

Sopranos

Altos

Basses

Figure 4. Seating by blocking of the voice parts
If the number of male choristers is comparatively small, the conductor can seat the
male parts in the center.

Sopranos

Tenors

Basses

Altos

Figure 5. Seating for positioning male parts in the center

2) Concert Hall
When the concert hall has very live acoustic, it will be comfortable for both the
choir and orchestra, as well as creating an ecclesiastic atmosphere, but it will be difficult
to hear the text from the singers. Therefore, the conductor should ask the choir to sing
projecting the consonants of the words. If the hall is acoustically too dry the conductor
should ask the singers to sustain the singing line, and the shorter notes should be sung
little bit longer.
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V. CONCLUSION
Verdi’s Requiem, a liturgical piece with the musical force of opera, holds a special
place in the repertoire. The combination of chorus, orchestra and soloists requires
conductors to have a great amount of knowledge for both rehearsals and performance.
The conductor for Verdi’s Requiem should be able to conduct both the choral and
orchestral parts, controlling all the musical forces with proper conducting techniques and
gestures. In order to rehearse and conduct the Requiem, the conductor should understand
many orchestral issues, including bowing, tonguing, and percussion playing; and
important choral issues, such as diction, vowel modification, tone blending, and selection
of soloists. The conductor must also be attuned to the dramatic context of the piece when
making interpretive decisions, yet constantly be paying respect to Verdi’s compositional
intent.
In conjunction to the dramatic context, the tempo of Verdi's Requiem is one of the
most significant aspects that needs to be interpreted. Even though Verdi does have
specific tempo indications in his Requiem, especially metronome markings, conductors
should apply the idea of the "tempo span" to the tempo as a whole, as Max Rudolph has
suggested. However, the proportions of the tempos between the movements and sections
should be maintained in order to keep the composer's intention well.
Even though there has been quite a lot of academic research done on this
masterwork, earlier studies rarely deal with practical performance issues in detail; indeed,
these are difficult to discuss, even for conductors. Furthermore, as the conductor’s job
tends to be specialized for either orchestral or choral conducting, many young conductors
do not fully understand the issues on both sides, which must be addressed in choral works
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with orchestra. Therefore, I have discussed issues that can help the conductor create a
good balance between the vocal and orchestral forces.
In this dissertation, I have discussed the many performance issues in conducting
the piece, based on my research and experiences in both orchestral and choral conducting.
Bowing, deployment of the brass and percussion, diction and vowel modification, and
handling of passagio must all be evaluated by the conductor prior to and consistently
addressed during rehearsals. Conducting gestures should be a combination of choral and
orchestral conducting. When the conductor meets orchestral passages, the conducting
should be more metric with a beat point. When conducting choral or solo recitative-like
passages, the conducting gestures should be as if drawing a melodic line.
Along with conducting considerations, rehearsal plans must be specific and
detailed, including arrangements for working with the chorus, soloists, and orchestra
separately prior to combining the forces. The conductor must also take issues such as
seating into consideration for successful performance.
While I have suggested some performance and practical suggestions based on the
characteristics of both the orchestral and choral sides, specific conducting techniques and
subtle gestural vocabularies have been limited within this dissertation. Also, the
suggested issues for each section of the Requiem may be changed along with the context
in which the work is played, given the many variables in each performance, such as the
size of the orchestra and choir, acoustics of the performance venue, and the level of
performer ability. Therefore, conductors should be very flexible to handle a broad range
of circumstances.
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The role of the conductor is thus especially important in the performance of
monumental choral-orchestral works like Verdi’s Requiem. The conductor should
understand the intricacies of playing each instrument, and should help them collaborate
with each other within the rehearsals and in the performance. Within Verdi’s Requiem,
there are three specific points to focus on as a conductor: the dramatic elements, the
bombastic dynamics within the instrumentation, and the operatic elements in the chorale
and soloist sections. These elements are all integral to the vivid dynamics of the Requiem.
As Verdi once said, “I adore art…when I am alone with my notes, my heart
pounds and the tears stream from my eyes, and my emotion and my joys are too much to
bear.”16 The amount of passion Verdi put into his works, especially into his Requiem, is
quite remarkable. He took what was a Classical form and text and pulled it in to the
Romantic style through his adoration for his art; pushing the Requiem into what was then
a modern style for his time. Verdi’s powerful use of dynamics, tempos, and expansive
note range show just how impassioned his work is, and why his Requiem has become a
piece of work to last generations.

16

Giuseppe Verdi. (n.d.). BrainyQuote.com. Retrieved October 10, 2015, from
BrainyQuote.com Web site:
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/g/giuseppeve185263.html
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APPENDIX
The Sung Portion of the Requiem Mass
In Latin and English

I. Requiem and Kyrie

I. Requiem and Kyrie

Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine;
et lux perpetua luceat eis.

Grant them eternal rest, O Lord;
and may perpetual light shine upon them.

Te decet hymnus, Deus, in Sion,
et tibi reddetur votum in Jerusalem.
Exaudi orationem meam:
ad te omnis caro veniet.

A hymn in Zion befits you, O God,
and a debt will be paid to you in Jerusalem.
Hear my prayer:
all earthly flesh will come to you.

Kyrie eleison.
Christe eleison.
Kyrie eleison.

Lord, have mercy upon us.
Christ, have mercy upon us.
Lord, have mercy upon us.

II. Sequence

II. Sequence

Chorus:
Dies irae, dies illa,
solvet saeclum in favilla,
teste David cum Sibylla.

Chorus:
The day of wrath, that day will
dissolve the world in ashes,
as David and the Sibyl prophesied.

Quantus tremor est futurus,
quando judex est venturus,
cuncta stricte discussurus!

How great will be the terror,
when the Judge comes
who will smash everything completely!

Tuba mirum spargens sonum,
per sepulcra regionem,
coget omnes ante thronum.

The trumpet, scattering a marvelous sound
through the tombs of every land,
will gather all before the throne.

Bass:
Mors stupebit et natura,
cum resurget creatura,
judicanti responsura.

Bass:
Death and Nature shall stand amazed,
when all Creation rises again
to answer to the Judge.

Mezzo-soprano and Chorus:
Liber scriptus proferetur,

Mezzo-soprano and Chorus:
A written book will be brought forth,
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in quo totum continetur,
unde mundus judicetur.

which contains everything
for which the world will be judged.

Judex ergo cum sedebit,
quidquid latet apparebit:
nil inultum remanebit.

Therefore when the Judge takes His seat,
whatever is hidden will be revealed:
nothing shall remain unavenged.

Dies irae, dies illa,
solvet saeclum in favilla,
teste David cum Sibylla.

The day of wrath, that day will
dissolve the world in ashes,
as David and the Sibyl prophesied.

Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Tenor:
Quid sum miser tunc dicturus?
Quem patronum rogaturus,
cum vix justus sit securus?

Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Tenor:
What can a wretch like me say?
Whom shall I ask to intercede for me,
when even the just ones are unsafe?

Solo Quartet and Chorus:
Rex tremendae majestatis,
qui salvandos salvas gratis:
salva me, fons pietas.

Solo Quartet and Chorus:
King of dreadful majesty.
who freely saves the redeemed ones,
save me, O font of pity.

Soprano and Mezzo-soprano:
Recordare, Jesu pie,
quod sum causa tuae viae:

Soprano and Mezzo-soprano:
Recall, merciful Jesus,
that I was the reason for your journey:

ne me perdas illa die.

do not destroy me on that day.

Quaerens me, sedisti lassus;
redemisti crucem pacem:

In seeking me, you sat down wearily;
enduring the Cross, you redeemed me:

tantus labor non sit causas.

do not let these pains to have been in vain.

Juste judex ultionis:
donum fac remissionis
ante diem rationis.

Just Judge of punishment:
give me the gift of redemption
before the day of reckoning.

Tenor:
Ingemisco tamquam reus,
culpa rubet vultus meus;
supplicanti parce, Deus.

Tenor:
I groan as a guilty one,
and my face blushes with guilt;
spare the supplicant, O God.

Qui Mariam absolvisti,
et latronem exaudisti,
mihi quoque spem dedisti.

You, who absolved Mary Magdalen,
and heard the prayer of the thief,
have given me hope, as well.
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Preces meae non sunt digne,
sed tu, bonus, fac benigne,
ne perenni cremer igne.

My prayers are not worthy,
but show mercy, O benevolent one,
lest I burn forever in fire.

Inter oves locum praesta,
et ab haedis me sequestra,
statuens in parte dextra

Give me a place among the sheep,
and separate me from the goats,
placing me on your right hand.

Bass and Chorus:
Confutatis maledictis,
flammis acribus addictis,
voca me cum benedictis.

Bass and Chorus:
When the damned are silenced,
and given to the fierce flames,
call me with the blessed ones.

Oro supplex et acclinis,
cor contritum quasi cinis:
gere curam mei finis.

I pray, suppliant and kneeling,
with a heart contrite as ashes:
take my ending into your care.

Chorus:
Dies irae, dies illa,
solvet saeclum in favilla,
teste David cum Sibylla.

Chorus:
The day of wrath, that day will
dissolve the world in ashes,
as David and the Sibyl prophesied.

Solo Quartet and Chorus:
Lacrymosa dies illa,
qua resurget ex favilla,
judicandus homo reus.
Huic ergo parce, Deus.

Solo Quartet and Chorus:
That day is one of weeping,
on which shall rise from the ashes
the guilty man, to be judged.
Therefore, spare this one, O God.

Pie Jesu Domine:
dona eis requiem.
Amen.

Merciful Lord Jesus:
grant them peace.
Amen.

III. Offertorio

III. Offertorio

Quartet:
Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae:
libera animas omnium fidelum

Quartet:
O Lord Jesus Christ, King of Glory:
deliver the souls of all the faithful

defunctorum de poenis inferni
profondo lacu; libera eas de ore leonis

dead from the pains of hell and
from the deep pit; deliver them from the
mouth of the lion;

ne absorbeat eas tartarus,
ne cadant in obscurum.
Sed signifer sanctus Michael

that hell may not swallow them, and
that they may not fall into darkness.
But may the holy standard-bearer
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repraesentet eas in lucem sanctam.
Quam olim Abrahae promisisti et semini ejus.

Michael
show them the holy light;
which you once promised to
Abraham and his descendents.

Hostias et preces tibi, Domine, laudis offerimus.

We offer to you, O Lord, sacrifices
and prayers.

Tu suscipe pro animabus illis,
quarum hodie memoriam facimus.
Fac eas, Domine, de morte transire ad vitam,
from death into that life

Receive them on behalf of those souls
whom we commemorate today.
Grant, O Lord, that they might pass

quam olim Abrahae promisisti et semini ejus.

which you once promised to
Abraham and his descendents.

Libera animas omnium fidelum defunctorum

Deliver the souls of all the faithful
dead
from the pains of hell;
Grant that they might pass from
death into that life.

de poenis inferni;
fac eas de morte transire ad vitam.

IV. Sanctus

IV. Sanctus

Double Chorus:
Double Chorus:
Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of
Sabaoth.
Pleni sunt coeli et terra gloria tua.
Heaven and earth are filled with your
glory.
Hosanna in excelsis!
Benedictus qui venit in nomini Domini.
Hosanna in excelsis!

Hosanna in the highest!
Blessed is he that comes in the name
of the Lord.
Hosanna in the highest!

V. Agnus dei

V. Agnus dei

Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, and Chorus:
Agnus dei, qui tollis peccata mundi,
dona eis requiem.
Agnus dei, qui tollis peccata mundi,
dona eis requiem sempiternam.

Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, and Chorus:
Lamb of God, who takes away
the sins of the world, grant them rest.
Lamb of God, who takes away
the sins of the world, grant them rest
everlasting.
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VI. Lux aeterna

VI. Lux aeterna

Mezzo-soprano, Tenor and Bass:
Lux aeterna luceat eis, Domine,
cum sanctis tuis in aeternam; quia pius es.
merciful.

Mezzo-soprano, Tenor and Bass:
Let eternal light shine upon them, O Lord,
with your saints forever; for you are

Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine,
et lux perpetua luceat eis,
cum sanctis tuis in aeternam; quia pius es.
merciful.

Grant them eternal rest, O Lord,
and may perpetual light shine upon them
with your saints forever; for you are

VII. Libera me

VII. Libera me

Soprano and Chorus:
Libera me, Domine,
de morte aeterna in die illa tremenda;
quando coeli movendi sunt et terra:

Soprano and Chorus:
Deliver me, O Lord,
from eternal death on that awful day,
when the heavens and the earth shall be
moved:

dum veneris judicare saeclum per ignem.
fire.

when you will come to judge the world by

Tremens factus sum ego et timeo,
dum discussio venerit atque ventura irae,
quando coeli movendi sunt et terra.

I tremble, and I fear the judgment
and the wrath to come,
when the heavens and the earth shall be
moved.

Dies irae, dies illa calamitatis et miseriae;
misery;dies magna et amara valde.

The day of wrath, that day of calamity and
a great and bitter day, indeed.

Requiem aeternam, dona eis, Domine,
et lux perpetua luceat eis.

Grant them eternal rest, O Lord,
and may perpetual light shine upon them.

Libera me, Domine,
de morte aeterna in die illa tremenda.

Deliver me, Lord,
from eternal death on that awful day.

Libera me, Domine,
quando coeli movendi sunt et terra;

Deliver me, O Lord,
when the heavens and the earth shall be
moved;

dum veneris judicare saeclum per ignem.
fire.

when you will come to judge the world by
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Libera me, Domine,
de morte aeterna in die illa tremenda.
Libera me.

Deliver me, Lord,
from eternal death on that awful day.
Deliver me.
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